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Beginning in the 1880s the popularity of hypnosis increased dramatically. Its official introduction into the world of science came in a lecture given to the Académie des Sciences by Jean Martin Charcot (1825–93) in 1882, although this institution had twice condemned hypnosis under the name of animal magnetism in the previous century.¹

The history of psychotherapy is often presented as a direct and steady evolution from the exorcisms of the priest Gassner up to Mesmer’s theory of fluidism, which was then deposed by the introduction of the term ‘hypnosis’ by James Braid (1795–1860) in 1843 and Hippolyte Bernheim’s (1840–1919) theory of suggestion in 1884. It has been stated that in the course of the nineteenth century there was a transition from a so-called prescientific era, dominated by speculations about ‘fluidal’ and occult forces, to the scientific era of experiments and positivist description. According to this interpretation, at the beginning of the twentieth century the scientific world had turned away from mesmeric hypotheses and practice, which were finally forced underground. Such a banishment actually occurred. However, it was not only the result of heated arguments between scientists and amateurs, but
also within scientific bodies, and these conflicts were not only due to the experimental falsification of the theory of Mesmer's fluidum. Here I intend to show certain social and cultural factors that together determined what research was done to differentiate hypnotism and mesmerism (or, more generally, occultism).

By the end of the nineteenth century occultism was often understood in the context of mediumistic phenomena. A medium – mainly in the state of trance (also called somnambulism in the first part of the century) – could produce psychical phenomena: telepathy, clairvoyance, looking into a body and giving diagnoses or therapeutic advice, or the automatic writing of messages given by presumed spirits. Physical phenomena, such as spirit rappings, table levitations, materialisations (even of ghosts) and moving objects at a distance could also be produced. Most of these phenomena had already been observed and described by mesmerists during the first half of the nineteenth century. It was because paranormal phenomena often appeared during the hypnotic trance of the medium that many scientists interested in hypnosis became involved in psychical research.

The 1880s saw the beginning of ‘scientific occultism’² described as ‘parapsychology’ by the German physician Max Dessoir (1867–1947) in 1898. As part of scientific occultism it became his job to examine these phenomena under scientific control and to explain them. (It was mainly unpaid work.) Most of the scientists involved in psychical research wanted to challenge ‘materialistic’ science, to show the primacy of the soul over matter and to found experimentally based metaphysics.³ There were two alternative hypotheses about the nature of the occult phenomena: the ‘spiritualist’ one, that explained them by the intervention of ‘discarnate agencies’, and the so-called ‘animistic’ hypothesis, that assumed the phenomena were caused by unconscious human psychological forces.⁴ Confronting this topic had also become necessary for German researchers for several reasons:

1. the spiritualist movement, and the foundation of many spiritualistic circles and societies,
2. the organisation and professionalisation of the mesmeric healers (called ‘magnetopaths’ in Germany),
3. the demonstrations by stage-‘magnetiseurs’ and professional mediums,
4. the appearance of the theosophic movement,
5. the neo-mesmeric phase inside academic medicine and the foundation of scientific societies for psychical research,
6. the efforts of physicians to introduce hypnosis as an experimental method and as a treatment inside academic medicine.

The Reception of Spiritualism in Germany

The spiritualist movement developed in America during the middle of the nineteenth century and spread quickly through England and France. The speeches delivered by the American somnambulist Andrew Jackson Davis (1826–1910) under trance formed the basis of the natural philosophical, cosmological view of the world held by spiritualists. According to them, the spirits chose the transmission of thoughts as their means of communication. The phenomena that occurred at seances (knocks, the moving of tables and the appearance of spirits) were interpreted as experimental proof of the overlapping of the spiritual world and the material world. This terminus of experience, which followed the definitions of natural science, appeared in the frequently used expression of ‘experimental spiritualism’. But spiritualists were not really supporters of scientific empiricism. Although it is true that they dissociated themselves from occult traditions of secrecy and appealed to the observable, they had their own definition of ‘high science’; they wanted to base knowledge on the personal experience of ‘everyman’. The truth of spiritualistic doctrines was to be reflected in the mass of individual testimony, not in the application of impersonal methods. The final standard of judgement was the individual consciousness, the personal experience, which did not reflect the contemporaneous ideal of scientific method. By contrast, psychical researcher and chemist William Crookes (1832–1919) did apply the scientific ideal to spiritualistic phenomena:

The spiritualist tells of bodies weighing 50 or 100 lbs. being lifted up into the air without the intervention of any known force; but the scientific chemist is accustomed to use a balance which will render sensible a weight so small that it would take ten thousand of them to weigh one grain; he is, therefore, justified in asking that a power professing to be guided by intelligence, which will toss a heavy body up to the ceiling, shall also cause his delicately-poised balance to move under test conditions.

The spiritualist mediums of the second half of the nineteenth century were, so to speak, the successors of the somnambulists of the early days of the nineteenth century.

In Germany spiritualism did not become popular until the end of the 1870s, manifesting itself in the formation of numerous societies (e.g. Zentralverband deutscher Spiritisten und Spiritualen) with their own
publications, such as the Zeitschrift für Spiritusmus, Zentralblatt für Okkultismus.\textsuperscript{7} It was made popular by, among others, German doctors returning from America (e.g. Bernard Cyriax and the spiritualist-mesmeric dentist and the Revolutionary of Baden, Georg von Langsdorff).\textsuperscript{8} During this time in England the chemist and physicist William Crookes had begun to introduce systematic experiments with mediums in England, for the scientific control of which he used technical aids, including photography and electric instruments of measurement.

The Consolidation of the Mesmerist Healing Movement

After 1870 another branch of ‘experimental psychology’ was formed beyond academic circles. Lay persons and doctors joined together to found professional neo-mesmeric societies.\textsuperscript{9} One of the reasons for the foundation of these professional organisations was the threat of petitions brought before the Reichstag by the doctors. In these petitions they demanded that the ‘liberty to cure’ (Kurierfreiheit)\textsuperscript{10} should be abolished. Beside the naturopaths and homoeopaths, the magnetopaths formed an important movement inside the alternative medicine of that day.

In 1909 there were 2,478 ‘quacks’ registered in Prussia (i.e. healers without permits). Among them were 284 magnetopaths, 392 homoeopaths and 544 practitioners of natural healing.\textsuperscript{11} It is likely, however, that a large number of magnetopaths and spiritualist-mediumistic healers were not organized or registered. In addition there were also doctors, homoeopaths and practitioners of natural healing who used mesmeric methods.\textsuperscript{12} The magnetopathic movement was profoundly divided regarding the attitude towards hypnosis, spiritism and telepathic or clairvoyant capacities developed by magnetized patients. They agreed about the existence of an invisible force, but there were great differences in the interpretation of its nature. Some of the magnetopaths practised distant healing and worked together with clairvoyant mediums who gave diagnoses (‘looking into the bodies’) and therapeutic advice.\textsuperscript{13} Others strictly distanced themselves from such practices.\textsuperscript{14} Most were very critical towards hypnosis: magnetism would restore the inner harmony of the body and the soul, whereas hypnosis would only address the imagination of patients without ‘inner’ recovery. Above all, many thought that hypnotherapy would have dangerous effects by weakening the nerves.\textsuperscript{15} The magnetopaths also condemned hypnotism or magnetism on the public stage purely for entertainment and business purposes. For the authorities ‘mystical treatments’, to which also magnetism belonged, were part of the most problematic areas at the focus of the fight
against quacks. In a report by the scientific committee on medicinal matters (wissenschaftliche Deputation für Medizinalwesen), hypnotic treatment was put on a par with magnetism, and the induction of the hypnotic state was presented as an ‘extremely dangerous operation’, as it led to a complete loss of self-will analogous to anaesthetisation. If not used properly, hypnosis could lead to serious health damage and even cause death. In 1902 the Prussian Minister of Culture issued a decree which called for all lay practitioners to register with the district doctor responsible without further demands and to give extensive details as to their person and to their commercial healing practices. Furthermore, they were obligated to keep records of their patients and to allow official inspection if required. The legislative proposal to ban lay medicine, which was presented to the government of the Reich in 1908 and intended as part of placing extensive restrictions on lay healers in general, included the complete prohibition of hypnosis and magnetic healing by lay healers. This would have meant the end of the activities of the magnetopaths. The Society of German Magnetopaths (Vereinigung Deutscher Magnetopaten) protested directly to the government in the form of a letter. However, the proposal received no support in the legislature, and it was lost from the public eye at the outbreak of the First World War.

The Demonstrations of Stage-‘Magnetiseurs’ and Professional Mediums

Itinerant mediums and stage-‘magnetiseurs’ toured Europe. It was through these public shows that most of the doctors were first confronted with hypnosis; for example, the ‘magnetiseur’ Carl Hansen (1833–97) visited Germany and Austria in 1879/80 and research was initiated by a number of doctors in the wake of his visit. In 1880 the physiologist Rudolf Heidenhain (1834–97) published the results of his studies in which he confirmed the genuineness of hypnotic phenomena, such as muscular rigidity, positive and negative hallucinations, etc. However, he described these as being purely physiological and denied the existence of a magnetic ‘fluidum’. To motivate his investigations, Heidenhain said he wanted to act against a new form of superstition by which people were led astray, for example the apparitions demonstrated by Hansen. Hansen’s performances met with official resistance as well. In 1881 the Prussian Minister of Culture commissioned a report on Hansen’s demonstrations from the scientific deputation on medicinal matters (wissenschaftliche Deputation für das Medizinalwesen). Based on the study by Heidenhain, the department decided
that damage to one's health through hypnotisation could not be ruled out. On 12 May 1881 the Ministries of the Interior and Culture decreed the banning of public performances by Hansen or other 'so-called magnetiseurs'. It was not only the argument of potential damage to people's health which played a role, but also such objections as the disturbance of 'peace and order', the promotion of superstition, and also - and this was something new - the possible temptation of misuse. There was fear that criminal acts suggested under hypnosis might be carried out.\textsuperscript{23}

Together with the medium Slade, the German astrophysicist E.C. Zöllner undertook several experiments in Leipzig in 1877/78 under the watchful eye of numerous scientists (Ernst Heinrich Weber, Gustav Theodor Fechner, Wilhelm Wundt, Carl Friedrich Ludwig, Carl Thiersch). In one experiment two wooden rings were threaded onto a rope which was then knotted into a loop and sealed. A short while after the rings lay intact at the foot of a small table. Fechner and Weber vouched for the genuineness of these phenomena. Wilhelm Wundt, however, wrote a very influential and critical statement, rejecting the experiment.\textsuperscript{24}

Zöllner wanted to prove the existence of a fourth dimension, a space into which material things go, in which the dogma of rigidity of substance has no place. For Zöllner spiritism was the expression of the relationship between the physical and the spiritual world in the fourth dimension.\textsuperscript{25} He also used his experiments with spiritualism to express a basic criticism of the science of his times. The harsh rejection of Zöllner's experiments demonstrated the failure of the attempt to introduce spiritual or generally occult themes to scientific investigation. In Germany, the line of demarcation between scientific culture and academic or non-academic anti-culture seemed to be more clearly drawn than in other countries.\textsuperscript{26}

The Appearance of the Theosophic Movement

In 1875 the Theosophical Society was founded by Helena Petrovna Blavatsky in New York. Theosophy was of great significance for the blossoming of occultism. The underground teachings of Mrs Blavatsky were published in Germany shortly before 1900 and spread and repeated in many smaller circles. It is an eclectic mixture of elements taken from Western and Eastern occult traditions, which were summarised in a new system and enriched by a few aphorisms of Indian origin.\textsuperscript{27} It is partly through the Theosophic Movement that practices such as yoga and meditation were popularised in the Western world. Many psychical researchers were adherents of theosophy (e.g. the majority of the members of the first society
for psychical research founded in Germany, the Psychologische Gesellschaft in Munich) (see below).

In addition to circles involved in theosophy and spiritism or psychical research, many other occult groups were founded in Germany after 1875: the ariosophs (in particular the Thule Gesellschaft, which was strongly associated with the völkisch movement), astrologers, gnostics, Rosicrucians, Masonic Lodges, the New Thought Movement imported from the United States, the Mazdaean Movement, etc. It was an extremely heterogeneous scene, operating more or less underground, seeking new spiritual orientations outside the established churches.

The Neo-mesmeric Phase within Academic Medicine and the Foundation of Scientific Societies for Psychical Research

From the end of the 1870s experiments in hypnotism on hysterical female patients began at the hospital of the Salpêtrière in Paris. The medical historian Anne Harrington has shown that Jean-Martin Charcot and others first came into contact with hypnotism through the early experiments with metallo-therapy. The physician Victor Burq gave Charcot the idea of putting pieces of metals and magnets onto the patients with the aim of transferring symptoms from one part of the body to the other or even from one patient to another. This phenomenon was called transfert. Baréty, a medical doctor, created the concept force neurique rayonnante (radiating energy of the nerves) and demanded the rehabilitation of fluidism by the Société de Biologie. Jules Bernard Luys (1828–97) carried out experiments in the hypnosis school of the Charité concerning the long distance effects of medicines: sealed bottles which were filled with different medicines and placed close to patients who were expected to react accordingly. Opium induced sleep and valerian caused them to behave like cats. It was even reported that the touch of a bay leaf converted an atheist into a loyal Catholic. Hippolyte Baraduc (1850–1909) photographed a supposed biomagnetic field as scientific proof of the authenticity of the phenomenon and constructed a 'biometer' in order to detect the human aura. Photography played a very important role in attempting to objectify the phenomena in early parapsychological research. Some smart photographers made a good business with the selling of 'ghost-portraits' which were produced by double exposure.

In Luys’s laboratoire d’hypnologie at the Charité hospital there was intensive co-operation with representatives from the occult circles: from 1889, it was supervised by Gérard Encausse (who became renowned in these
circles as 'Papus'). Colonel Albert de Rochas, the leading French occultist, was invited by Luys to carry out biomagnetic research. Occult journals, like *L’Initiation, Le Voile d’Isis, La Paix Universelle, La Chaîne Magnétique*, reported regularly on these neo-mesmeric findings. Harrington notes a quite remarkable dialogue between representatives from élite culture and representatives from popular culture; between people operating from under the banner of medical orthodoxy and people speaking from the margins of science and medicine; between hospitals and scientific societies ... (la Charité, la Société de Biologie), and basement occult groups, ...

This dialogue seems to have endured for about 20 years.

Established scientists, such as the psychologist Pierre Janet (1859–1947) and the physiologist Charles Richet (1850–1935), who received the Nobel Prize for the discovery of anaphylactic shock in 1913, successfully undertook experiments with *suggestion mentale* (mental suggestion). They hypnotised patients from a distance (even several kilometres) and asked them mentally to perform acts. All this was discussed in scientific circles and published in reputable scientific journals, such as the *Revue Philosophique*.

In 1888 the father of the theory of suggestion, Hippolyte Bernheim, mentioned in the preface of his publication *Suggestion and its Therapeutic Effects* that he had performed his own experiments ('with hundreds of persons') to test the effects of medicines over distance and the transmission of thoughts. He talked of achieving no clear results and left unanswered the question of whether these phenomena existed independently from suggestion.

In the 1880s numerous lay circles and scientific societies were founded which busied themselves with hypnotism, mediumism, mesmerism, prophecy, telepathy, etc. The most well known of all was the English Society for Psychical Research, founded in 1882. Members of this society included famous scientists, such as the philosopher Henry Sidgwick, the classical philologist Frederic Myers, and the physicist and winner of the Nobel Prize, Oliver Lodge. They gathered scientific proofs pro and con to test the controversial phenomena of occultism. The German equivalents were the *Psychologische Gesellschaft* in Munich (1886), led by the private scholar Carl du Prel (1839–99) and the physician and hypnotist Albert von Schrenck-Notzing (1862–1929), and the *Gesellschaft für Experimental-Psychologie* in Berlin (1888) under the physicians Max Dessoir (1867–1947) and Albert Moll (1862–1939) and the philosopher Eduard von Hartmann (1842–1906). In this context many experiments were carried out to test the existence of thought transmission, which Frederic Myers would later call 'telepathy'.

These experiments, of course, reaped heavy criticism. For example, William Preyer published a statement in which he attributed thought transmission to involuntary whispering or to reading the muscles.38

The community of psychical researchers paid great attention to such objections (which were also expressed within the community) and continually improved the rules governing their experiments in order to guard against unintentional or purposeful fraud and deception. For example, Charles Richet seems to have been one of the first to have introduced blind assessment and randomisation in psychical research. Beginning in 1884, Richet was concerned with whether a person could draw a card at random from a deck of cards and then, with concentration, communicate this card to another person. He also used a screen in order to hide the subject as a precaution against subtle cues. After these experiments, the Society of Psychical Research adopted the regular use of blind assessment and randomisation in its experiments. As Kapchuk has shown, there were episodes of using blind assessment long before its widespread acceptance in biomedical research. It began in the late eighteenth century as a tool for demarcating orthodox medicine from deviant healing (especially mesmerism), but also as a defensive adaptation by proponents of irregular healing.39

One of the most important negative statements concerning ‘scientific occultism’ came from the founder of experimental laboratory psychology, philosopher and physician Wilhelm Wundt (1832–1920).40 Wundt had already spoken critically about the experiments of the astrophysicist F.C. Zollner with the medium Slade,41 thereby returning the accusation of materialism made by the spiritualists against science. In the materialisation of the spirits he saw a rough materialistic tendency, a sign of the ‘cultural barbarism of our time’. As a representative of ‘experimental psychology’, which was still not fully established academically, he found the claims of the societies and circles which dealt in phenomena of the occult a provocation. This was because they referred to their investigations as ‘experimental psychology’. He went as far as to maintain that these ‘dilettante’ societies presented a danger to society, and he criticised the medical hypnotists, such as Forel, Moll and Schrenck-Notzing, because they held open the question as to the existence of clairvoyance or telepathy and other supernatural occurrences or even accepted it as a truth on the verge of being proved.

In contrast to other researchers (Hugo Münsterberg, Oskar Vogt, Theodor Lipps) Wundt was of the opinion that hypnosis was not suitable as a means of the experimental investigation of the soul, because the experiments were not controllable. Above all, he saw it as potentially
dangerous and thought that doctors alone should be allowed to use it for therapeutic purposes. According to Wundt, frequent hypnosis could lead to an ever increasing reduction in resistance in the central nervous system. On top of that people could, he thought, become more open to suggestion when awake. ‘Hypnosis by medical dilettantes for apparently scientific purposes … appears to me to be humbug, which cannot be tolerated according to the accepted rules of health and moral authorities.’

The relationship between the hypnotist and the hypnotised is described by Wundt as being unethical, as it could come to the complete and utter subjection to the will of the hypnotist. He shared this point of view with numerous physicians, as well as with the magnetopaths, a stand against which many medical hypnotists tried to fight again and again. Above all the results of research into thought transmission, for example by Richet, put into question the higher order of the laws of natural science.

What result can be drawn from this investigation? We would obviously come to the conclusion, that the world surrounding us is made up of two fully different worlds. One is the world of Kopernicus, Galilei and Newton, of Leibniz and Kant, the universe of eternal unchangeable laws, in which the smallest as well as the largest fit harmoniously into the whole. Next to this large world, which increases our wonderment and astonishment with every step which we go through it, there could be another smaller world, a world of good fairies and rapping spirits, of witches and magnetic mediums. And in this small world everything that happens in the large, superior world is turned on its head. All normally unchangeable laws will be put out of use from time to time for the benefit of ordinary, mostly hysterical persons.

This quotation shows that Wundt did not want a scientific examination of occult assumptions, because he saw that his own idealistic view of science – a rational order – was questioned.

At the same time, he described the mediumistic phenomena as pathological (just as hypnosis was): it was the crazy world of hysteria. This was the common way for Anglo-American psychiatry to view the spiritistic media from the middle of the nineteenth century onward. For example, one of the leading Victorian psychiatrists, Henry Maudsley, reduced the ecstatic visions of Mohammed, Saul and Swedenborg to epileptic attacks; spiritual visions and so-called ‘supernormal forces’ were seen as the result of an abnormal functioning of the nervous substance.
The Introduction of Hypnosis within Academic Medicine

At the end of the 1890s Schrenck-Notzing and Dessoir dissociated themselves from 'experimental metaphysics'. They had become disciples of the Nancy school of hypnotism, as was Albert Moll, and agreed that the magnetic doctrine of the invisible fluid was largely explained by suggestion. In 1892 Albert Moll published the results of his experimental research about magnetic rapport (understood to be the specific relationship between the 'magnetiseur' and his patient or medium postulated by the mesmerist theory, and characterised by a direct influence of a force or will).45 His results were negative, and he concluded that the rapport was fully explained by suggestion. But he left the tiny possibility of distant influence. Most of the medical hypnotists, like August Forel, Eugen Bleuler and Ludwig Löwenfeld, shared this tentative positive view that did not go as far as to negate completely (a priori) the possibility of direct influences. They thought that the phenomenon was rather rare, emphasising that it might be too early for theoretical interpretations. They shared the opinion that it was not, at least, due to the action of departed souls and were convinced that one day there would be an explanation in the context of normal scientific causality. They declared that it was their duty to shed scientific light onto these phenomena in order to combat spiritual superstition, and that it was the only way to invoke a true enlightenment of the population.46 They often used technical analogies in speculations about the nature of this unknown force, and telepathy was compared with the telephone or the radiotelegraph. At the turn of the century demonstrations of the existence of many types of invisible radiation (the discovery of x-rays by Wilhelm Röntgen, Hertz's electromagnetic waves and the invention of radiotelegraphy) made it more probable that there was a physical basis for paranormal phenomena. So Dessoir demanded that physicists should examine this field.

In Germany in particular, the main (scientific) experimenters in the field of occult phenomena were physicians who tried to introduce hypnosis into academic medicine.47 This produced a conflict of roles: there was a growing resistance against hypnosis from the medical establishment, which was expressed in the debates about the danger of hypnosis and the frequent identification of hypnosis with spiritism, occultism and animal magnetism. The medical hypnotists tried to demonstrate that hypnosis as a therapeutic treatment and as an experimental method would not do any harm, if practised by medical experts. But they agreed with their enemies that treatments by lay hypnotists, lay magnetopath and spiritists could have
harmful effects. Moll especially was engaged in the fight against lay healers, and compiled a number of critical reports to which other authors referred. In 1907 he summarised his results from the last two decades; he had not been able to observe anything, either from magnetic healing or clairvoyance, from mind-reading, spirits or other similar phenomena.  

Moll and Dessoir wrote informative books about ‘occult’ themes, such as telepathy, spiritism and spiritual healing, but they freed these topics from the magic aura by explaining them as suggestion and conscious and unconscious fraud. In order to establish hypnotism as a science, they had to dissociate it from real or supposed mysticism. On the other hand, they showed a more differentiated attitude in their textbooks about the theory and practice of therapeutic hypnotism, where they admitted that there were convincing experiments which indicated the plausibility of the existence of telepathy.  

Moreover, the enemies of hypnotism characterised the state of trance as pathological. Considering the contemporary diagnosis of nervousness as a symptom of civilisation, hypnotic trance could only produce more harm. There was a call for educationally persuasive psychotherapies which were supposed to operate with the rational mind and to strengthen the will (a kind of ‘gymnastics of the will’) in order to resist the ‘decadence’ of the turn of the century. Despite a growing acceptance of medical hypnotism, it was still far from being integrated into academic medical training. Hypnotism and occultism were seen as dangerous for the public order, especially if they became too popular among the lower classes. From the 1890s onward, there was a climate in Germany that would only allow young sciences, such as (academic) experimental psychology and therapeutic and experimental hypnotism, to gain academic credentials if they maintained a critical distance from the occult fringe. In this context, it is not astonishing that Schrenck-Notzing, Dessoir and Moll, the German pioneers of medical hypnotism, withdrew from a research programme which included the examination of mesmerism, somnambulism and spiritism, and that they developed interpretations of these phenomena that would fit into the dominant contemporary scientific discourse. On the other hand, they stated clearly that occult phenomena had to remain objects of study within science, opening the boundaries which others had previously drawn up.  

The involvement of medical hypnotists in establishing hypnosis inside academic science was an important reason for the weakening of early scientific parapsychology in Germany (in addition to the lack of financial sponsorship or independent scholars). In contrast to Great Britain (Crookes, Sidgwick, Lodge, Myers), France (Richet) or the United States (James),
there was clearly a smaller number of established scientists engaged in this field, at least until the beginning of the 1920s. After the First World War, reactions against ‘materialistic’ science and the search for a ‘holistic’ world view promoted a renewed interest for this field in Germany.

Conclusion

Beginning in the 1880s German scientists – especially physicians interested in hypnosis – became involved in experimental research about paranormal phenomena (like telepathy and clairvoyance). This was particularly due to the growing popularity of the spiritualist movement, the professional consolidation of the magnetic healers (‘magnetopaths’) and the demonstrations of stage ‘magnetiseurs’ confronting many scientists for the first time with the phenomenon of the hypnotic trance. They were also stimulated by the foundation of scientific societies in England (especially the Society for Psychical Research). Attempts were made to approach mesmeric, psychical and spiritualistic phenomena ‘without prejudice’, which, if incontestably established, would found experimentally based metaphysics.

The development of psychical research and its reception were clearly influenced by shifting political, professional, moral and rhetoric objectives. The experimental efforts to discriminate between the effects of suggestion and the influences of a supposed unknown force led to the highest standards of positivist scientific methodology within psychical research. The examination of these topics also resulted in the development of a new psychological subdiscipline, the psychology of deception and belief.
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